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Welcome to the 4-H Digital Video Project! 
 
We hope you have a great time this year making new 
friends, taking part in 4-H activities, working with your 
project group and learning how to make great videos! 
 
We suggest that at the beginning of the year, you sit 
down with your project leader and go through the 
reference manual, selecting the topics that you want to 
work on. Decide at the beginning of the year, 
tentatively at least, which activities or projects you will 
try to complete for Achievement Day. 
 

To complete a 4-H year, you must… 
 

 Complete a project and record book. 
 Participate in public speaking at the club level. 
 Participate in an Achievement Day by… 
• Completing a 4-H questionnaire 
• Exhibiting and demonstrating project work 
• Displaying your completed record book 

 Any other requirements specified in your club 
constitution. 

 
 
About 4-H Record Books 
 
Record books are an important part of the completion of a member’s project. 4-H views a record 
book important because it… 
 

 Provides a record of information learned from your project. 
 Teaches and develops record keeping skills that are an essential part of everyday life. 
 Records your club activities, which can be helpful when applying for scholarships, travel 

awards or a job. 
 Provides a permanent record of your achievements. 
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A record book should include all or most of the following: 
 

 Your club name and project you are enrolled in. 

 A list of members and leaders in your club and project. 

 A record of general meetings and business conducted. 

 A record of special 4-H activities you participated in. 

 Your goals for the year. 

 A record of project meetings and activities. 

 A complete account of the work done on each activity (written activities). 

 A list of other resources that were used during the project year. 

 An evaluation of your 4-H year. 

 Record book checklist knowledge and skills. 

 
Practice good record keeping habits during the year as you carry out your project. It’s much 
easier to remember what you did yesterday than it is to remember what you did three months 
ago.  
 
Information in your Record Book should be complete and accurate. Your entries should be neat 
and readable as others may want to look through your records, and everyone finds it difficult to 
read a smudged scribble.  
 
Organize your material into sections with dividers, and use a 3-ring binder for durability. Add 
extra pages as necessary, remove or mark those you are not required to do, and consider a 
‘table of contents’ as it is of value to you, the judge and others. 
 
A record book is flexible; make it your book by designing your own cover. Add pictures, 
newspaper or magazine clippings you have of yourself and your project. 
 
Keep in mind that binders covered with fabric and have glued on decorations, are very 
attractive, but not necessary, as the decorations may fall off and get lost. Stickers, fancy paper 
and other scrapbooking materials can produce an equally appealing binder cover. 
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It is recommended that your record book have at least 4 sections. You can choose to 
have more if you want. Here is a guideline regarding what material each section might 
contain: 
 
1. Record Book: This is the record book you get from the provincial 4-H office. This section 

should always come first. It contains your club records for the year (i.e. general and project 
club meetings, record of special club activities, your goals, etc.). 
 

2. Project Information: This would include any information you used in your project (i.e. 
resources, samples, etc.). 

 
3. Activities You Participated In: This is where you record the details of the activities you 

participated in from club, district, regional or provincial events such as, speeches, 
fundraisers, clinics, workshops, etc. 

 
4. General 4-H Information: This is for other general 4-H information that is not directly 

related to your club or project. This would be information you collected throughout the year 
from newspapers, Bits & Pieces Newsletter, Canadian 4-H Council, etc. 

 

 
Judging Record Books 
 
The following is the criteria most 4-H judges use as a guideline in evaluating record books 
(based on 100 points in total): 
 

 Cover (5 points) - Should have your name, club name, project and 4-H crest. 

 Completeness (40 points) - All pages should be completed; those not completed marked 
with “N/A” 

 Neatness (15 points) – Use the same colour pen or pencil throughout – and use liquid 
paper for mistakes. 

 Accuracy (30 points) - spelling, information, dates, etc. 

 Organization and extras (10 points) – Use dividers between sections. The sections 
should include: record book, project information, activities you participated in, and general 
4-H information - photo album pages can be used for pictures, news articles and other 
information. 
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Public Speaking 
 
Public speaking is an important requirement of 4-H because it teaches members the skills 
needed to interact and speak in front of others. 
 
Public speaking is mandatory at the club level. Those that want to progress further in this area 
are also encouraged to participate in district and regional competitions. If you want more 
information on public speaking, contact the provincial 4-H office or your Regional 4-H Specialist. 
 
Achievement Day 
 
Achievement day is a time of celebration. This is a chance for you to 
show off your project to your family and other members in your club. 
It is also an opportunity to show the community what you have 
accomplished. 
 
Achievement days are an ending point to a club year. By planning 
an achievement day, preparing displays and performing 
demonstrations, members use the leadership and decision-making 
skills that they have developed in the past year. 
 
Achievement day is a time: 
 

 To give recognition to members and leaders for work accomplished. 

 To evaluate project work. 

 To let the public know what happens in a 4-H program. 

 To give recognition to sponsors and others who have helped the club in a special way. 
 
 
 

Good Luck in the 4-H Digital Video Project. If you want to learn more about 4-H 

opportunities and activities, visit the 4-H website at www.4-H.sk.ca or call the provincial office 
at (306) 933-7727 – your Regional 4-H Specialist is at your beck and call if you need help with 
your project group. 
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General 4-H Information  
 
The Saskatchewan 4-H 

Vision 

We take pride and ownership in being an organization based on 
our pledge, our values and our belief that the power of the 4-H 
experience has a positive impact on individuals, families, 
communities and our country. 
 
With a focus on fun and learning we provide opportunities that 
will develop skills needed in an ever-changing future. Using the 
talents and energies of our members, volunteers and staff, we 
create innovative ideas and programs as well as maintain our 
successful traditional ones. We work to spread the impact of    
4-H, to help the youth of today become the leaders of tomorrow. 

 
The Saskatchewan 4-H 

Mission 

Saskatchewan 4-H is a project-based youth organization. We 
are dedicated to the growth and development of our members, 
leaders, volunteers and staff through our motto: “Learn to do by 
doing”. 

 
The Saskatchewan 

Core Values 

We respect the importance of family and our 4-H traditions by 
upholding all of these core values: 
• Honour and Integrity: Treating one another respectfully and 

fairly  
• Responsibility: Being dependable and responsible for our 

actions 
• Co-operation: Working as a team to achieve our goals 
• Fun: Creating positive and enjoyable experiences 
 
We do this within a safe and caring environment. 

 
The 4-H Pledge I pledge: 

My HEAD to clearer thinking, 
My HEART to greater loyalty, 
My HANDS to larger service, 
My HEALTH to better living, 
For my club, my community and my country. 

 
The 4-H Motto Learn To Do By Doing 
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4-H Digital Video Project 
Objectives 
Upon successful completion of this project, members should be able to: 
 

 Think and plan before making a movie. 
 Create great movies of people, places and things. 
 Try new things to improve their filmmaking. 
 Develop skills in observing, making decisions, working as a team, solving problems, 

planning and communicating with others. 
 Identify opportunities for videos. 
 Plan and create visually interesting videos. 
 Use filmmaking to communicate with other people/the world. 
 Use lights and enhance the visuals of their films. 
 Be creative with sound to enhance the audio of their films. 
 Create videos to record situations and events, honour achievements and inspire action. 
 Tell stories in an interesting and engaging way. 
 Identify, use and store video equipment and supplies in a safe manner. 
 Challenge themselves with a variety and varying levels of complexity of tasks in filmmaking. 
 Work cooperatively with others. 
 Apply their video skills to day to day living. 
 Edit together an engaging, entertaining or informative video. 
 Look critically at other members’ videos and provide polite, constructive and helpful criticism. 
 Use criticism and advice from other members to enhance their own projects. 
 Have fun while making great movies! 
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Getting the Most from this Project 
 

 Attend club activities regularly. 
 Listen and ask questions. You will learn from other members as well as your leaders. 
 Carry your video equipment with you and take as many videos as you can, you never know 

when a great video opportunity will fall into your lap. 
 Look critically at videos other people have taken, in movies, on TV or at your friend’s house. 

What do you like or dislike about these videos? What would you change? What would you 
like to try?  

 Take note of your surroundings. Consider the light in different places. How does it bounce 
off the walls? How does it light up an object? Look for interesting lines, textures, events or 
people. 

 Practice may not make perfect but it certainly makes better. Get out there with your video 
camera and experiment with the world. “Learn to do by doing”! 

 Keep organized notes about techniques you use, shots you like or have used, and things 
you’d like to try in a journal. It is also good to write down ideas as they come to you, or even 
dreams you have. Stories are all around us! 

 Pay attention to other art forms that may inspire you like paintings, music or writing. If a book 
really interests you, consider making a movie in response to that book that captures your 
reaction to it. 

 Ask people for advice and talk your ideas out. Sometimes the best ideas come out of 
conversations between two people. Get together with your fellow members and discuss 
ideas you have for projects. You never know what you might come up with! 

 Refer to the “I can” checklist at the end of this book to see how you are doing! 
 

Achievement Day Recommendations  
 

 A completed record book. 
 Show a selection of at least 3 videos to your fellow club members, and your family and 

friends that you made during your club project. 
 One example from each of the following shots: establishing shot, long shot, medium shot, 

medium close up, close up, extreme close up.  
 2 examples of moving camera shots (pans and tilts). 
 One experimental video where you use sound or music as your inspiration. 
 One video that you shot and edited from an existing script. 
 One original video that you shot and edited yourself from your own idea. 
 At least 2 other special projects from the Activity Guide. 
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Safety & Filmmaking 
 
Sometimes you may get so excited about making the perfect movie that you stop thinking about 
where you are or what is going on around you. Sometimes you may get so wrapped up in your 
project that you keep going even though you are tired and hungry. These are the critical times 
that separate dangerous from safe behaviour.  
 
Think of all the things people make videos of, and think of the hazards associated with them. 
The following are a few situations that could have been better dealt with. What do you think the 
best way would have been for preventing them? 
 

 “This is a great shot of those race cars. Maybe if I just get a little closer to the finish line I’ll 
get a better shot…” 

 “What I need is a good action sequence for my film. Those horses should be coming around 
the corner any second; I’ll just stick my arm out with the camera…” 

 “I’ll just lean in a bit closer and get a picture of those whirling gears. My long hair keeps 
flipping in the way.” 

 “That new mother is blocking my view of the new calf. Guess I’ll have to get in the pen with 
her.” 

 “What a great electrical storm! If I shelter under this tree, it will keep my video camera dry 
while I take shots.” 

 “That volcano is due to explode this afternoon. I want to get a close up.” 
 “These silly yellow police tapes keep flapping in my way. I’ll just step over and…” 
 “I wonder how fast moose can run.” 
 “I’ll just plug these 3 powerful movie lights into the wall socket in my parents’ house.” 
 “I may as well just leave those movie lights on while we go out for lunch.” 
 “I’ll just put the hot light on the wood floor to cool before I put it away.” 
 “I really want to get a good driving shot. I’ll just sit on the hood of the car as my actor drives 

slowly.” 
 
I’m pretty sure you understand where I’m going with this: No movie (no matter how great the 
idea) is worth risking life and limb (or property) for! There are a lot of people counting on you to 
take care of them and their belongings, so make sure you remember that you pledged your 
“head to clearer thinking” and make smart decisions! 
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Safety Tips to Think About 
 

 Think and plan before you begin shooting any scene. 
 Be sure to have a safety meeting with cast and crew before you even begin to shoot. Point 

out any dangerous areas, and go over a safety plan and “escape route” if necessary. Make 
sure EVERYONE understands the importance of behaving in a safe manner. 

 Place yourself, your crew and your actors in a safe spot. 
 Make sure your actors have safe freedom of movement around the scene. 
 Make sure all your electrical cables (from lights, power to the video camera, etc.) are 

securely taped to the floor to prevent tripping or falling lights). 
 Keep lights away from any flammable objects like curtains (lights get VERY hot). 
 Turn off your lights when not shooting. 
 Wear clothing that will not catch on things. 
 Make sure everyone on set understands their role and keep clear lines of communication 

with everyone. 
 When working with younger or less experienced filmmakers or actors, be sure to set an 

example and teach them safe practices. 
 If you’re planning a long shoot, be sure to have a lot of water and snacks on hand for your 

cast and crew. If everyone is hydrated and fed they’ll have a lot more fun and that is half the 
battle of making a good movie! 

 Always think ahead and bring extra clothing in case it gets cold, sunscreen and a hat for 
those really hot days, sturdy boots and thick socks, a cell phone in case of emergencies, 
and a first aid kit with Band-Aids and disinfectant. 

 Do not endanger yourself, your crew, your actors or property when planning or making a 
movie. This is an important responsibility for all filmmakers. You are ultimately responsible 
for everyone and everything, which is not a responsibility to be taken lightly.  

 

No movie or scene is more important than the safety of people or 
property! 
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Safety on the Net 
 
One of the great features of digital filmmaking is sharing your awesome videos with friends and 
family through emails and over the Internet. When you post your videos on Internet social 
networking sites like Facebook or Myspace those videos become accessible to anyone who 
might come across them. Even once you delete the video there may still be someone else out 
there who has a copy of it.  
 
Use the following guidelines when posting your photos on the Internet: 
 

 Never post embarrassing videos of yourself or anyone else; you never know who might 
come across it one day! The Internet is forever. Think before you post! 

 
 Do not attach any personal information to your videos (names, addresses, phone numbers, 

what school you attend, etc.) ALWAYS REMEMBER the person you are talking to in a chat 
room may not be the person they claim to be. 

 
 When using social networking sites like Facebook or Myspace, set your on-line profile to 

private. That way, only people that you approve to see your profile and images can view 
your work. Don’t give out your passwords to anyone but your parent or guardian and never 
meet anyone in person that you just met on these sites. 

 
 Report any inappropriate comments or messages if they violate the terms of service for that 

site, and tell your parents or guardian if anything happens on-line that makes you feel 
scared or uncomfortable. 
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Courtesies of Filmmaking 
 
For a lot of people, movies are a really exciting and a magical thing, so you probably won’t have 
many problems getting people to donate their time or their property just to be a part of your 
project. It is always important to respect people and their property, especially when they are 
kind enough to help you out. Here are some basic rules to follow when dealing with other 
people: 
 
1. Always ask permission to go on, or use another person’s property. If someone is kind 

enough to allow you to film on their property or in their house, make sure you leave it in the 
same or better condition as you found it. 

 
2. Always ask permission to videotape people. Some individuals and groups have pretty strict 

rules about having their photo taken, and this extends to video. Always respect a person’s 
right to refuse to allow you to film them.  

 
3. Do not allow the mistreatment of people or animals to take place in any of your videos. 
 
4. If you are filming at a big event and you see an “official videographer”, such as a wedding or 

sporting event, be sure to stay out of their way; it’s their job to get the best shots they can. 
 
5. Sometimes you might film someone doing or saying something silly or looking terrible. 

Imagine how you would feel if someone posted a video of you that made you look silly or 
terrible. You have an obligation as a filmmaker to respect and protect the people you film.  

 
6. If an area is posted “NO PHOTOS/VIDEOS”, obey the sign.  
 
7. Do not handle another person’s camera equipment without their permission. 
 
8. Never mistreat anyone who has offered to help you with your project. No matter what you 

have seen of movie directors in movies, always treat people with respect and kindness. It 
will show in your movie. 

 
9. Never publicly screen a video without the permission of the people in it. 
 
Be sure to take your best manners with you when you go out to create videos. Remember, you 
represent your Club, Community and Yourself while you are out there.  
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Always respect people, their space and their property. Be aware of individual, local and cultural 
viewpoints about video. Some parents are particularly leery of strangers videotaping their 
children. When in doubt, ask first! 
 
Be sure to thank the people who let you videotape them! They’ll be much more likely to help you 
in the future and may even bring their friends along. 
 

Resources for Learning 
 
People  

 Local media videographers 
 Commercial videographers 
 Teachers 
 Other 4-H members or leaders 

 
Resources 

 Your video camera manual 
 Books or magazines about filmmaking 
 Television shows and commercials 
 Movies and movie trailers 
 Video tutorials on YouTube and other sites 

 
Places, Events and Organizations 

 Filmmaking clubs  
 Exhibitions and fairs that have a filmmaking class 
 Film festivals that show a wide variety of films but also often have workshops in which 

anyone can participate 
 Colleges or universities that offer photography, design or similar courses 
 Artist Cooperatives like PAVED Arts in Saskatoon or the Filmpool in Regina 
 SMPIA (the Saskatchewan Motion Picture Association) offers many courses and resources 

for upcoming filmmakers 
 
Websites 
Google “filmmaking tutorials” for a list of websites and you can learn about scriptwriting, 
lighting, set design, editing, tips and tricks, and pretty much everything else that is related to 
filmmaking. Most of these tutorials are free and you can learn to do some of the neat things you 
see in your favourite movies! 
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Filmmaking: A Brief History 
Film is a relatively young medium compared to long lived ones like painting or sculpture. 
Despite its short life, it has become one of the most widely distributed, practiced and 
experienced of them all. Everyone feels connected to the movies that they watch in some way, 
and so far, there has been no medium that captures the sensory experience of living quite as 
well as this.  
 
There are many people we have to thank for the existence of film today. These people were 
intrepid inventors driven to create something capable of capturing the human experience in its 
purest form.  
 
The most successful of these inventors were Thomas Edison 
(most well known for inventing the light bulb) in America and the 
Lumiere brothers in France. Their experiments, spurred on by 
motion capture work by photographer Edweard Muybridge and 
Etienne Marey, provided the basis for motion picture 
photography and exhibition, and their techniques can still be 
seen in the capture and projection of motion pictures today.  
 
Edison’s film of a man sneezing was one of the very first films 
recorded. He made a series of 20-second snippets from real life 
and was the first to exhibit them to the public in 1893 at the World’s Fair in Chicago.  
 
By the following year, a “kinetoscope parlour” was opened in New York City, with ten machines 
showing different films.  
 

 
The Lumiere brothers with their own camera and exhibition 
system, which they called the cinematographe, held a similar 
demonstration in Paris. The Lumiere brothers’ films were 50 
seconds long and were often taken on tripods of real life events 
like workers leaving a factory, or a train pulling into a station. In 
fact, when they first exhibited their “Train Pulling into a Station” 
film, many viewers leapt out of their seats in fear of being hit by 
the train, they were so frightened of the life-like images! 
 
 
 

 
Thomas Edison

 
Lumiere Brothers 
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From here, the new medium caught on like wildfire. Using the new technology, many of the 
earliest filmmakers emerged, with Cecil Hepworth and Edwin Porter leading the way with 
“Rescued by Rover” and “The Great Train Robbery” – the first real film that told a story.  
 

 
 
In France, Georges Melies created the most elaborate and theatrical film to date; “A Trip to the 
Moon” was the first film to use elaborate special effects to create a fictional world. His work 
would influence some of the great filmmakers we have today like Tim Burton and Michel 
Gondry.  
 
Since then, there have been many developments to the medium, like the invention of sound 
cinema and colour film. And though many big budget filmmakers and artist still shoot on film, we 
have now entered the digital age of filmmaking. There has never been a time in the history of 
the medium where more people have had access to the technology needed to make and show 
films. It is a very exciting time to be working and playing in the industry.  
 
By picking up a camera and exploring the world of film you are building upon a short, but 
wonderfully diverse history. Take the time to learn about the people who have come before you, 
it will inform your filmmaking and give you the foundation you need to fully explore and expand 
the medium.  
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Before we get into the meat of the project, we can discuss the three main phases of filmmaking: 
Pre-production, production and post-production and what happens in each.   
 
1. Pre-production: This phase is what can be referred to as the “planning phase”. In this 

phase, the script is written and fine-tuned, the cast and crew are selected, the director plans 
out the shoot with storyboards and shot lists (both are provided for you in your record 
book) the budget is made, the shooting schedule drawn up, and everything else that needs 
to be decided before going into production. In this stage, you will be getting comfortable with 
your story and your equipment so that when the production stage comes along, you’ll be 
ready for anything! 

 
2. Production: This is the stage where filming takes place. The entire cast and crew work 

together to get all of the scenes shot that are needed for the story. If the pre-production 
stage has been carried out properly, this stage should go as smoothly as possible (though 
be prepared for a lot of unforeseen things to go wrong!). 

 
3. Post-Production: This is the stage where the film is assembled (or “cut”) by the editor. The 

editor assembles the shots together to make the scenes that make up the greater story. In 
this stage, effects, titles and credits are added as well to make up the final movie. This is the 
last stage of the movie cycle.   

 
The following has been organized into these 3 categories to help you gain an understanding of 
what happens in each.   
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---------------------------------------PRE-PRODUCTION---------------------------------- 
 

Key Roles & Responsibilities 
 
You may want your friend’s help on your project, but not know quite what they can do to help.  
 
On movie sets, there are a few key roles that people fill that help make the project move 
smoothly. If you’d like, you can assign a few different roles to one person (most people on 
smaller movie sets end up working many different jobs).  
 
You might find yourself being the writer, director and editor all at once. There isn’t anything 
wrong with that, but keep in mind that making a movie is A LOT of work, and if you have friends 
that you trust helping you out, you might be able to concentrate harder on the stuff that really 
matters to you, like the story.  
 
Here is a list of the key personnel you’ll find on most movie sets: 
 

Writer 
 
This is usually where the story begins, with the writer. The writer comes up with an idea and 
writes a script (or an outline, depending on how elaborate the story is) and approaches the 
producer with the project. The writer often stays on during production as a consultant on the 
story if something needs to be explained or rewritten. 
 

Producer 
 
This is the person who’s mostly in charge of the project. This person does all the legwork to get 
the cast and crew together. They’re the ones who bring the whole project to completion. On big 
movies, they find the money for the project and delegate tasks to the crew.  
 

Director 
 
This is the person who is in charge of telling the story visually. The writer has written the story 
using words and now the director has to make the story come alive through video or film. This 
person is usually credited with the look of the film and how entertaining it is or how well put 
together. They work with the Director of Photography, the Art Designer and the Editor to make 
the best movie they can make. 
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Director of Photography (DOP) 
 
The DOP works closely with the director to plan out the individual shots that make up the movie. 
They either oversee the entire camera department (if it’s a big budget movie) or operate the 
camera themselves. They plan out the lighting, angle, position and movement of each shot that 
is taken.  
 

Art Designer 
 
This person takes care of the art department, and is in charge of working closely with the 
director to plan out set design, wardrobe, props, makeup and hair. This person usually has a 
background in visual arts and is usually a highly creative person. They work with a team of 
people on big budget movies to create the overall look or feeling of the movie.  
 

Editor 
 
This is the last person to touch the movie. They get to leave their “fingerprint” on the finished 
movie and strongly affect the outcome. Editing can be a long and time-consuming task but most 
editors say that seeing their hard work pay off with a finished film makes it all worthwhile.  
 
 

How Does a Video Camera Work? 
 

The word camcorder comes from combining the two words, camera and recorder. A 
camcorder works by recording audio and video, and then saving those to a storage device, 
creating videos and capturing life on video. 
 
Earlier models of camcorders only used analog and recorded to VHS videotapes, and they were 
so big and bulky that they had to be carted around on a trolley. Professionals broadcasting via 
television largely used these cameras. The advent of digital cameras opened up the world of 
filmmaking to nearly everyone with the desire to make movies, and even made life a little easier 
for the professionals! 
 
To understand how camcorders work is to look at the three main components: the parts, the 
image and recording. 
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Parts 
 
A video camera is comprised of three basic parts that allow it to function. The first is a camera 
unit, which consists of a lens, a charge-coupled device (CCD) and motors that are in charge of 
the focus, zoom and iris. The second part is the VCR, and is located inside the video camera. 
The VCR works just like the one in most homes, except it is scaled down to fit inside the 
camera. The third part is a viewfinder, which allows you to see what you are shooting, and 
receives the video image. Depending on the camera, a viewfinder can come various shapes 
and sizes. 
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Image 
 
The lens in a video camera focuses the light, and shines it into a small semiconductor image 
sensor. The sensor, or CCD, measures light using a 1/2-inch panel of 300,000 to 500,000 light-
sensitive diodes called photosites. Each photosite measures the amount of light at a particular 
point. It then translates that information into electrons; brighter images have a higher electrical 
charge, and darker images have a lower electrical charge. The CCD is able to create a video 
picture by recording the light intensity in objects, which produces a picture on the viewfinder. 
 

Recording 
 
Once you install a blank videotape, DVD or hard disk (the recording format in a hard drive 
camera is always present) and hit the "Record" button, the camera is able to receive visual 
information and interpret that information into an electric video signal. The video recorder 
receives the electrical video signals, and then records the images on to your recording format. 
Once the images are recorded onto the recording format your camera uses, they are available 
for playback on the VCR component in the video camera. 
 
 

Camera Functions 
 
Many consumer video cameras can do just about anything automatically. All you have to do is 
turn them on, point and press record. In most situations this is fine, but some automatic settings 
have limitations. The purpose of this project is for you to get to know the functions of your video 
camera and learn how to use them properly on your own, without relying on the automatic 
settings.  
 
You will feel a sense of accomplishments the first time you capture a beautiful image 
successfully without the help of these settings, and be well on your way to being an 
accomplished videographer. Remember that professionals rarely, if ever, use the automatic 
settings on their cameras. 
 
You may be asking…  “Why not? My videos look okay when I shoot using the automatic 
settings.”  
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There are two main reasons to learn how to use the manual functions: 
 
1. Although automatic functions perform relatively well in some conditions, there are others in 

which they prove almost useless. Situations like this include ones where your subject’s 
position as it relates to the camera is constantly changing, or you have many subjects (like 
at a sports event). The auto focus will have a hard time keeping up with the subject you 
want in focus at the time, and will create a very confusing video where very little is in focus 
for any period of time. Bad lighting conditions (a dark room) can also wreak havoc on auto-
settings, which may make your footage unusable or usable but of very poor quality.  

 
2. Your camera isn’t able to read your mind; it doesn’t know what you want. If you want to do 

something interesting like a pull focus (where one object far away is in focus and then an 
object up close comes into focus as the other goes out), which adds interest to your video, it 
will be necessary to override the auto-settings and use the manual settings.  

 
As you become more comfortable with your camera you will begin to appreciate both your 
newfound confidence and the better results you will get from your videos. The most common 
camera functions are briefly explained below. For more information on what your camera can do 
or what task a particular function performs, consult your video camera manual. Starting one at a 
time, learn how to use them properly and become comfortable with them before you begin 
shooting your movie.  

 
Zoom 
 
Most of you probably know what the zoom 
does. It is the function that moves your point of 
view closer to, or farther away from the subject. 
The effect is similar to physically moving the 
camera toward or away from the subject; only 
there is a subtle flattening of space (depth of 
field) with the zoom that you don’t get with 
moving the camera.  
 
Remember that the further you zoom in, the 
harder it is to keep the picture steady. If you’re 
having trouble with this, just move closer to the 
subject and zoom out to get similar framing. If 
you have access to one, always use a tripod, 
especially if you really want a long zoom.  

 
Nikon 28-200 mm zoom lens, extended to 

200mm at left and collapsed to 28 mm length 
at right 
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To Zoom or Not to Zoom 
 
Many people, when shooting their first video, tend to overdo it with the zoom feature. Sure, you 
want to get a nice close up of that girl playing with her puppy across the street, so you zoom in 
nice and quick to get the shot before she stops.  
 
But wait! The people two doors down are having a water fight and you want to get that too so 
you quickly zoom back out, pan quickly to the right, and zoom in again to get the shot. This 
might seem like the best way to capture both moments but you have to remember that your 
viewer isn’t thinking or moving as quickly as you.  
 
When you watch a movie, notice how there is rarely any really quick zoom-ins or zoom-outs. 
The camera slowly zooms in or out on the subject, and the movements aren’t jerky or difficult to 
follow.  
 
The best kind of filmmaking is the kind that allows your viewer to follow you on your journey. Try 
your best to keep your movements steady, smooth and deliberate, and only use the zoom when 
you can control it well. Trust me, your viewers will thank you and be very impressed with how 
professional your movies look. 
 

Focus 
 
Auto focus might seem like your best friend at first, but as you progress as a filmmaker, you 
want to start training yourself to focus using your own eye. It might be hard at first, but pretty 
soon you’ll get the hang of it, and it will be like second nature to you.  
 
Video cameras usually have a few different ways of focusing. Some (the easiest to use) have a 
manual focus ring at the front of the lens. Turn the ring clockwise for closer focus and counter-
clockwise for focusing things farther away. Other cameras have a small dial or buttons that you 
have to go into the menu to use. This might seem like a lot of work at first, but when you start 
seeing the results, you will be glad you took the time to practice.  
 
The best way to focus is to zoom in as close as you can to the subject you want to focus on (if 
it’s a person, most filmmakers use the person’s eye – the “window to the soul”) and adjust the 
ring until the subject is in sharp focus, then zoom out and resume your original framing. Try not 
to do this while recording; you’ll give yourself a lot of unnecessary work in editing! 
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Iris 
 
The iris is an adjustable opening (aperture) that controls the 
amount of outside light coming into the camera through the 
lens (i.e. exposure). As you widen the iris, more light comes 
in and the picture appears brighter, as you close down the iris, 
less light comes in and the picture appears darker.  
 
The exposure and the iris work together on video cameras to 
help you control the image, and insure you’re getting what you 
want. If you have very bright and sunny conditions, you’ll want 
to close down your iris, and if you have very dark and poorly lit 
conditions, you’ll want to open it up. 
 
Remember that the iris controls your depth of field, which is 
how much focus distance you have in an image. That means 
that if you open your iris wide in darker conditions, you’ll have 
fewer objects in focus if they are at different distances from the camera, and if you close down 
your iris you’ll get many objects in focus at once. If this seems too confusing, try searching “iris” 
on the Internet for a more detailed explanation.  
 
Some cameras have an iris ring beside the focus ring near the lens that you turn clockwise to 
close and counter-clockwise to open. Other cameras use either a dial or a set of buttons.  
A general rule for controlling your iris is to set the exposure for the subject (for this you can use 
your eye, if the subject looks like it is lit too brightly, close down your iris). Other parts of the 
frame can be too bright or too dark, but make sure your subject looks well lit and is easy to see.  
 
White Balance 
 
White balance means the colour balance of an image. In the days of film, a filmmaker would use 
a certain kind of film stock in order to get true colours in his images, like film stock balanced for 
daylight, or for indoor light (called tungsten – you’ll learn more about colour temperature in the 
“Lighting” section).  
 
Today’s video cameras do it all themselves, inside the camera. Well, not entirely by themselves 
- sometimes they need a little help from you! The white balance function tells the camera what 
each colour should look like, based on the colour white. If the camera knows what white should 
look like in the given light conditions, then it will know what every other colour should look like.  
 

 
1) Large 2) Small Aperture 
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Most video cameras have internal settings that operate automatically without you even knowing 
it. These settings work well in most situations but there will be some conditions where they will 
give you a very strange looking image; the colours will seem wrong or unnatural.  
 
To perform a manual white balance, point your video camera at something white in the same 
light as your subject (ask your actor to hold up a white sheet of computer paper) and zoom in 
until the white fills the whole frame. Set your focus and exposure and then press the “white 
balance” button that you’ve either accessed through the menu or on your video camera.  
 
An indicator symbol will blink in the viewfinder and stop when the camera is finished setting the 
white balance. If for some reason this doesn’t work, try again, try adjusting the iris, or finding 
something else to white balance on. Remember to do white balances regularly, especially when 
changing lighting conditions like moving from inside to outside.  
 
When shooting a documentary you might not have a choice (if your subject is moving quickly) 
so when it is okay for you to stop shooting, just take a break and white balance your camera 
again for the changed lighting conditions.  
 
Audio 
 
Audio is an often-overlooked part of filmmaking. 
You’d be surprised just how much the sound in a 
film affects the viewer; in most cases it can be 
more affective than the dialogue! It is not at all 
easy to get good sound, so if you want a high 
quality movie you’re going to have to work hard to 
insure that you capture the best audio you can.  
 
All consumer video cameras these days come 
with built-in microphones. These usually work 
well enough and are generally all you need for 
your purposes.  
 
If you have access to one, and your video 
camera has a microphone input socket, try using 
an external microphone in addition to, or in the 
place of, your camera’s onboard microphone. This gives you the opportunity to use the kind of 
microphone best suited to your needs, and allows you to control where your sound is coming 
from.  
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If you’re interviewing a person outside a noisy playground, you can be careful to record their 
voice as the main audio. By no means do you need an external microphone, but it does help 
you to achieve a better sounding movie.  
 
Most cameras come equipped with an auto-gain control that adjusts the audio levels being 
recorded automatically. The level at which your sound is recorded is very important. If it’s too 
loud, your audio will be distorted and unrecognizable, like someone screaming too loud in your 
ear; if it’s too quiet, you risk having to boost your audio levels in editing, and that might cause 
distortion too. Most of the time the auto-gain control of your camera should take care of this 
problem, but if you have manual controls over your audio levels, it is always a good idea to learn 
how to use, and practice using them.  
 
One important thing is to be very careful of wind noise. When using an onboard microphone, 
even the slightest breeze can sound like a train whooshing by.  
 
Some cameras come equipped with a “wind noise filter” which definitely helps but a better 
solution is always to block the wind. To do this you can use a purposefully designed windsock, 
or you can design one yourself (which doesn’t necessarily have to be a sock). 
 
If you have a pair of headphones at home, bring them 
with you when you go out to shoot your video. You can 
plug them into the headphone jack, which most video 
cameras have near the back of the camera. These will 
help you hear almost exactly what your camera is 
recording and you can make adjustments accordingly. 
Your ears might not hear the group of people talking just 
off screen, but you can bet your microphone will!  
 
It is important to remember that there is sound all around 
us all the time that our brains do a wonderful job of 
filtering out. Can you imagine if you were trying to write 
an essay for school, and you can hear the fridge 
humming in the kitchen as if it were right beside you, or 
the lawn mower outside sounds like it was in your 
bedroom? That’s what it might be like if our brains didn’t act like sensory filters.  
 
The video camera is NOT a filter of any kind. Any sound that exists outside of your production 
can and will be picked up and recorded onto your tape.  
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Always listen VERY closely when recording anything. Fluorescent lights give off a very audible 
hum that you’ll discover in editing, and won’t be able to get rid of, and appliances are quite noisy 
when heard on videotape. Keep this in mind and try to minimize the ambient noise that can 
sneak into your videos without you even noticing! 
 
The size of room can have a great deal of effect on your sound too. If the room is small, the 
audio will bounce off the walls and seem louder, more intense; if the room is big, the audio takes 
longer to bounce off and may get lost or seem echoed. If the room has a lot of furniture, it will 
absorb a lot of the noise; if the room is empty, you will hear a lot of echoes and your audio won’t 
be very clear.  
 
Also, every room imparts its very own sound, called “room tone”. Keep this in mind when 
shooting. It’s always a good idea to shoot at least a minute of just “room tone” (nobody talking, 
moving, etc.), in case you’ll need to use it later in editing.  
 
 
Shutter 
 
At this level you probably won’t use the shutter very much, but you should probably know a little 
about it. It has various applications, generally used most for sports or fast action footage. It’s a 
lot like a camera in that the faster the shutter speed the easier it is to capture quick action, like 
someone galloping past on a horse. At a faster shutter speed the frames can appear sharper 
but the image will appear jerky. Unless you’ve practiced a lot with the shutter feature and you 
know how to use it, it’s probably best to leave your camera on auto shutter.  
 
 
Effects 
 
Most consumer video cameras come with a few built-in effect options like fades, strobes or 
colour enhancers. Be careful with these, they can be tempting at first but they tend to make a 
video look tacky when overused. Moderation is definitely the key with effects and video, 
especially if you don’t want to distract from the story you’re trying to tell.  
 
To be on the safe side, record your video normally (without effects), later you’ll learn how to add 
effects when you edit. That way you can try out effects to your heart’s content and if you change 
your mind about them, you still have your unaltered original image to go back to.  
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Batteries 
 
What kind of battery does your video camera use? Most video cameras use a rechargeable 
battery that can be charged in the camera or on its own. If your battery needs to charge in the 
camera, remember to charge it fully before going out on a shoot as you will not be able to film 
once your battery dies, if you aren’t near a power source.  
 
Remember that your battery will drain faster if you are using the LCD display. If you find you are 
using up your battery too quickly, switch to the viewfinder, which will give you significantly more 
battery life. 
 
Be sure to bring along an extra battery when you are going on a trip or videotaping a special 
event. Missing the perfect shot because you did not have your video camera is one thing, 
having the camera with a dead battery is another! 
 
If you will not be using your video camera for a while, take the batteries out. This will prevent 
damage to your camera if the batteries leak.  
 
Most video cameras also come with an alternate A/C power cable. If you are shooting a scene 
inside with minimal camera movement, such as an interview, you might choose to plug your 
camera in. This will save your battery power and prevent battery failure during an important 
moment. 
 
If you’ve purchased an extra battery for your camera, be sure to charge it three times in a row 
before using it the first time, you may get more running time this way.  
 
Always store your batteries with your camera in a safe, dry and cool place. Leaving them 
exposed to sunlight or freezing temperatures can ruin them.  
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Caring for Your Video 

Camera 
As a filmmaker, your video camera should be 
your most prized possession; without it you 
wouldn’t be able to have fun making interesting 
and creative videos.  
 
You want to get the longest life possible out of your camera, and the surest way to do that is to 
treat it well. It helps to develop good habits early on. Here are a few tips to getting the most life 
out of your video camera: 
 

 Most entry-level video cameras have very little to clean and are sealed to keep out dust and 
other things that may damage them. It is always a good idea to keep the exterior of the 
camera clean by using a lint free cloth. To clean the lens, use a lens pen or a can of 
compressed air. For fingerprints, use lens cleaner and lens paper and wipe gently as to not 
damage the lens.  

 
 The interior of the video camera should only be cleaned according to the directions on the 

instruction manual, or by a professional. Most video camera manufacturers will clean and 
service your camera for you. It is a good idea to have this done every couple of years to 
make sure your video camera is in top working condition. 

 
 Regularly inspect the battery and battery compartment for signs of corrosion. If you see 

anything, rub the contacts on both the battery and camera with a clean, lint-free cloth. Brush 
off any dust and safely dispose of any corroded batteries.  

 
 Always keep your battery power at maximum capacity if you can. If your batteries get too 

low they can drain other areas of the digital equipment that over time can cause significant 
strain to your video camera. 

 
 When your camera isn’t in use, keep it in a safe, cool and dry place, always in its protective 

case. Dust should never be allowed to settle on your camera (for more reasons than one!) 
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Protecting Your Video Camera 
 

 Do not lend your video camera to others (why not lend 
yourself out with it as their camera operator? You get 
more practice and they get the help of an experienced 
operator). 

 
 Carry your video camera in the case that it came in. If it 

didn’t come with one, inexpensive cases can be 
purchased that have a some padding and extra pockets 
for tapes, labels, granola bars or anything else you’ll 
need while shooting. 

 
 Label your video camera equipment with your name and 

phone number in case it goes missing. 
 

 Keep your equipment from extreme temperatures (not in the glove box or trunk on a very hot 
or very cold day – but also out of direct sunlight). 

 
 Never leave your camera in plain sight unattended. Video cameras are very expensive and 

most people would love to have a free one. 
 

 Never open your video camera to change tapes in damp, dusty or sandy conditions. This 
could damage the mechanisms inside and can be very expensive to repair.  

 
 If you are in damp, dusty or sandy conditions immediately put your video camera back in its 

case out of the elements.  
 

 When passing your video camera to someone, use both hands. Do not let go until you are 
sure the other person has a good grip, also with two hands. Use the “got it” method: when 
the person has the object, they say, “Got it!” and you know for sure it is safe to let go. 

 
 NEVER touch the lens with your finger or any other object.  

 
 Write down the make, model and serial number of your video camera. Store this information 

somewhere safe along with a photo just in case you lose you camera.  
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Tapes & Memory 
 
You might be using a video camera that records onto a tape. These cameras will likely have one 
of these two kinds: 
 

 Hi8: This is an older format for recording video. You 
probably won’t see very many video cameras that still use 
Hi8 tapes, unless you’re borrowing an older camera from a 
friend or relative. They are still usable, but you may find 
yourself sacrificing a little quality – and they definitely don’t 
work for high definition. 

 
 MiniDV: This used to be the standard before hard drive video cameras came along. These 

little tapes are very handy and can record both standard and high definition images. The 
only drawback to tapes is that they can be expensive, lost or damaged.  

 

 
Size comparison between video formats: Top to bottom: VHS, VHS-C, MiniDV 

 
The other options that you are more likely to find are hard disk, DVD and hard drive format 
video cameras.  
 
Hard disk cameras were a reasonably short-lived format that is still in use by some companies. 
This format involves a little disk instead of a tape that can be re-recorded much like a tape. Its 
drawbacks are similar to those of the MiniDV tape. The DVD format is a common one and 
makes one-touch movie making (i.e. disk burning) easy, but has a limited amount of space.  
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The hard drive format is the most popular these days. This is the same type of format used by 
your computer to store large quantities of information. This format eliminates the need to carry 
around extra tapes and worry about damaging them. These camera hard drives are usually over 
60 gigabytes and can hold most of the video you take, but be careful to upload your footage to a 
computer regularly, or you’ll end up at that special event with no room left on your hard drive! 
 

Tripods 
 
The tripod is a filmmaker’s best friend. They eliminate 
camera shake (a must for beginners), they act as a second 
set of hands while you’re directing your actors, and they 
also allow you to easily and smoothly pan or tilt the 
camera which gives you greater versatility in your shot 
selection.  
 
Like all video equipment, tripods can vary heavily in size, 
features and price. Choose according to your budget, but I 
strongly recommend having one. Tripods instantly increase the production value (how 
professional your movie looks) of your projects, and make life a lot easier for you.  
 

Using a Tripod: 
 

 Always practice setting up, adjusting and moving your tripod without the video camera 
attached. This will save a lot of time when you get to a location, and make you look like you 
know what you’re doing! 

 
 Open up the legs of the tripod and practice setting it up on different kinds of surfaces. Some 

tripods have removable rubber protectors on the bottom, and spike-like metal teeth 
underneath. These teeth allow you to grip into softer surfaces like grass, dirt or sand (be 
sure to clean the feet after you’re finished and replace the rubber protectors). Practice 
setting the leg clamps correctly after you get the tripod to the height you want - be careful 
not to pinch your fingers! 

 
 Always use the heavier legs before using the thinner legs; this will give you more stability. 

 
 Some tripods have a leveler on them in order to ensure that the camera is level with the 

ground. Make sure to centre the bubble using either the centre column or the legs of the 
tripod before shooting anything. 
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Bottom of Camera 

 
Top of Tripod 

 In windy or crowded places, it’s important to stabilize your tripod with something heavy. 
There are many ways to secure a tripod, some filmmakers use bag filled with rocks and 
hang it from the centre column, and some use sandbags (which can be a heavy burden if 
you’re shooting in an out-of-the-way place), and some use their equipment bag. It’s up to 
you, but it’s important that your tripod is never at risk of falling over with your camera 
attached to it! 

 
 Always position one of the tripod legs in the direction that the lens is pointing to support the 

camera and prevent it from falling forward.  
 
Your video camera will have a socket on the bottom on 
which you will screw the plate on top of the tripod. There 
should be a little icon with an arrow that says “lens”. This 
means that your lens should be in the direction of the 
arrow. Place the plate onto the bottom of your camera 
and screw it in tightly. It is always best to do this with a 
tool like a screwdriver but in a pinch, a thicker coin like a 
quarter or loony will work. MAKE SURE your camera is 
secured to the plate; you don’t want it moving around or 
worse, falling off!  

You can carry your camera and tripod together by 
collapsing the legs and keeping the camera secured, 
but if you must go a long distance it is always better to 
remove the camera and carry them separately.  
 
The head of the tripod is the part that swivels the 
camera, allowing you to pan or tilt smoothly. Use the 
wand attached to the tripod (which can be loosened 
and positioned to be comfortable to you) to move the 
camera, but make sure the locks that control the 

sideways and up and down movements are loose.  
 
Never force the camera head around if the locks are tightened, this will significantly reduce the 
life of your tripod. If you’re shooting a scene with no movement, make sure to set all the locks 
snugly so your shot doesn’t shift mid-scene.  
 
Some tripods have a “quick release” feature that allows for quick removal of the camera if you 
need to go handheld. This is a great feature for documentary filmmakers who have to be ready 
for anything.  
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Hints and Tricks 
 

 Look, plan and shoot, shoot, shoot!  
 

 Make sure you select the appropriate camera settings and white balance for the shooting 
conditions. 

 
 Get up close and fill the frame with your subject. The best zoom lens is your own two feet! 

 
 Don’t be afraid to move the camera while shooting, this makes for interesting and dynamic 

shots. Be careful not to move TOO much though, you might make your viewers sick! 
 

 Be careful to check each setting on your video camera as you shoot every take, or you 
might miss the best shot. It’s always a good idea to review your footage after each take. 
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Common Mistakes 
Some common mistakes made by new videographers can be easily corrected, as long as you 
know how to fix the problem. Here are some problems and solutions that will improve your 
videos in no time. 
 

MISTAKE CORRECTION 
I don’t know how to use my 
camera. 

Some people are so excited when they get their new video camera that 
they want to go out and shoot right away without thinking of how it 
works. The owner’s manual that came with your camera might seem 
boring at first, but once you start reading about all the cool things your 
camera can do (that you wouldn’t have known if you didn’t read it), you’ll 
be very glad you have it.  
 
So, sit down with your manual and camera, and try out the different 
features it has. When you’re ready to shoot for real, the camera will 
seem like an old friend and it will be easy to get the shots you want. 

My video is too dark and I 
can’t see anything. 

Video cameras don’t work like our eyes do when they adjust to low light 
conditions; we need to help them out!  
 
Don’t worry about buying expensive cinema lights though, try turning on 
some lights in the house, strategically positioning some lamps, shooting 
your subject next to a window, or going outside to shoot.  
 
You could also try opening up the iris but remember depth of field when 
you do!  

The colour in my video looks 
strange. 

Always adjust the white balance before you start recording anything. No 
matter where you are, it’s important to set it to those specific lighting 
conditions so that you get true colour, and your video looks like real life! 

Always shooting from eye 
level. 

Always shooting at eye level can get pretty boring for both you and your 
viewers. It’s digital, experiment! You’ve got plenty of space on your 
camera, so play around with some different angles and positions.  
 
Give yourself a lot of time to shoot a scene and try it in a few different 
ways. You can see what works and what doesn’t when you edit it, and 
you might end up with something really visually interesting.  

Not having enough shots to 
work with. 

You have almost an unlimited amount of space on your digital video 
camera, so why not use it? Shoot as much footage as you need to get 
the shot you want. You can go through the footage later on your video 
camera or your computer, and delete the ones you don’t want.  
 
You always want to give yourself plenty of options for editing, especially 
when you’re just starting off. If you’re running low on memory, delete 
these unwanted shots to free some up, but be careful not to rely on the 
display all the time. 

Forgetting to adjust the 
menu settings for the lighting 
conditions. 

White balance, iris and focus should be adjusted for the conditions. If 
you shoot in full automatic mode your camera will take care of most of 
these settings. Start practicing a quick mental checklist before you hit 
record: white balance – iris – focus - go! 
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The Big 3:  
 

1. Drama 
2. Documentary  
3. Experimental 

 

1. Drama 
 
Drama is an umbrella term for the fiction movies that we watch all the time. A dramatic movie 
can be a comedy, a romance, a horror or even an animation. These are the types of movies that 
tell us a fictionalized story about our world (or other worlds, like in Science Fiction movies).  
 
Dramas can be about anything and everything, and if you decide to make a dramatic movie you 
can let your imagination run wild. There are many things to think about when making a drama, 
so be ready for a little bit of planning and hard work! 
 

The Art Department 
 
The art department is very important on a dramatic movie. The art department is in charge of 
things like set design, wardrobe, props, hair and makeup. They are the ones who set the feeling 
for the movie, create the emotion. Think of the Harry Potter movies, those certainly have a lot of 
talented people working in the art department.  
 
In the world of film theory, we call this mise-en-scene, which is a French term that means 
literally “Putting in the scene”, and describes all visual elements in the scene. If you want to 
make something that feels authentic like a vampire movie, for instance, then you want to make 
sure you have everything you need to create the mood (mise-en-scene).  

 
You’ll need a black cape for your actor, a dark and creepy room with fake cobwebs on the wall, 
maybe even a fake coffin made out of cardboard and painted. Fake blood is certainly a must for 
a project like that, and you can find recipes for authentic looking blood by searching “fake blood 
recipe” on the Internet. 
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The Script 
 
Every well-thought out movie needs a script, no 
matter what genre it fits into. The script helps 
you organize the story into something engaging 
and interesting, and serves as a reference for 
you when you start shooting. Every good movie 
began with a strong idea that was turned into 
an even stronger script. Spend some time 
developing your ideas and characters, and the 
effort will show in your movie. Even if your idea 
is simple and short, develop it carefully, and 
you’ll have something really incredible at the end of the day. 
 
There’s an old rule about writing that goes, “Write what you know.” This is probably the best 
advice anyone can give a new writer. You may be tempted to make a movie about bank robbers 
and zombies because you’ve seen so many on TV and in movies, but remember that you want 
to make something original, and something that means something to you. What better than 
making a movie about something you know a lot about and care about?  

 
Let’s say you have a piglet on the farm whose mom has just died and one of the dogs takes the 
piglet under her wing. Isn’t that a good story? Or maybe your friend who recently hurt her leg, 
and had to sit out the rest of the soccer season discovered a talent for writing? Look around you 
to find interesting stories in your everyday life. Of course, there is always room to be creative, 
don’t try to suppress your imagination; find inspiration from your daily life and turn it into 
something cinematic! 
 
Remember while writing your script that you will be working on a tight budget. Don’t let this 
discourage you from thinking imaginatively, there are plenty of ways to create really interesting 
movies on very little money, it just takes a little creativity, which is why you decided to make this 
movie in the first place, right?  

 
So get creative when trying to find the right pieces for your project. Your friends would probably 
love to act for you for free, your parents might provide some snacks while you shoot, members 
of your community might volunteer spaces for sets (if you ask politely), and you’d be surprised 
how many interesting props you can create with some cardboard and spray paint. Ask your 
parents and friends for help, everyone loves to work on a movie! 
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Hot Docs Canadian International 
Documentary Festival 

 
 

Location: Toronto, ON, Canada 
Founded: 1993 

2. Documentary 
 
Documentaries are becoming more and more 
popular these days. Some popular documentarians 
to thank for this recent success are Michael Moore 
(Fahrenheit 911) and Morgan Spurlock (Supersize 
Me). We see documentaries winning more awards 
than ever before, and many can even be seen at the big theatres that were previously reserved 
for big budget Hollywood movies.  
 
The wonderful thing about documentaries is they can be just as powerful and entertaining as 
dramatic movies, because they’re about real life: real people in real situations.  
 
A documentary made on less than one hundred dollars can even be just as moving (if not more) 
than one made on one million dollars. If you find yourself more interested in the physical world 
around you, rather than creating a work of fiction, then documentary may be for you.  
 

 
Choosing Your Subject  
 
This is the most important part of making a documentary, but also the most interesting. 
Engaging documentaries have been made about the smallest things, a day in someone’s life, 
and the biggest things like shipwrecks or the atomic bomb.  
 
The best documentaries are those that take people as their main subject, because everyone in 
the world can identify in some way to other people. Look around you and think about what 
interests you in your life. Is there someone you really look up to like a teacher or a family 
member? Perhaps someone you know has overcome a really difficult event in their life, and you 
find that inspirational.  

 
Documentaries about the natural world are always interesting too; you could chronicle the life of 
the new calf that was just born, or the nest full of baby birds that are finally learning to fly. Be 
sure to remember to keep your distance from any animal and avoid distressing it. It is always 
important for documentary makers to respect their subject(s).  
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Talking Heads and B-Roll 
 
No matter what your documentary is about, you’re 
probably going to want to do at least one interview. These 
can be very powerful moments for your film, when your 
subject gets to tell their story in their own words.  
 
Make sure you choose your subject carefully, not everyone 
likes to speak on camera. You want to choose someone 
who feels comfortable enough with you (building trust is a 
VERY important tool in an interview) and the camera to 
speak honestly about their story.  

 
Start by asking them a few casual questions like, “What is 
your name and what do you do?” or “Tell me how long 
you’ve lived here,” to make them more relaxed.  

 
Select a spot where they feel comfortable but also relate to the story, like the barn or the 
kitchen, somewhere that doesn’t have a distracting background but gives a sense that the 
person is in a place that they know. All these things will go a long way to the recording of a 
successful interview.  
 
When you watch documentaries, you probably notice that many of them stick to a similar format; 
they often cut back and forth between interviews with people (what we call “talking heads”) and 
footage of what those people are talking about (b-roll).  

 
Your viewer probably doesn’t want to sit through a whole film watching someone talking looking 
into the camera the whole time, they want to see what that person is talking about, right? So 
when you are finished shooting an interview with your subject, you want to videotape them 
doing the things they were just talking about.  

 
If they were talking about falling off a horse, you might want to record them taking you to the 
spot where they fell and trying to recreate how they fell. You might get them to show you the 
horse that threw them off. All these things will come together to make your documentary more 
visually interesting.  
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Ethics 
 
Every documentary filmmaker can tell you a story 
about a scene they recorded that had to be cut in 
the name of ethics.  
 
Ethics are a system of moral principles that help 
us to live peacefully with, and respect one 
another. Ethics as they apply to documentary 
mean that documentarians recognize the power that they have to exploit people and choose not 
to. There may be moments when your subject slips up and appears weak or silly, and it’s up to 
you to choose whether or not those moments make it into your film.  

 
If you are unsure about something, ask your subject if they would feel comfortable if you 
included it in the movie. If they say it’s okay, then you have no problem. If they say no, it’s 
always best to respect their wishes.  

 
You have a duty to your subjects, who have been kind enough to volunteer for your project; you 
must treat them with respect and kindness and do your best to protect their image.  
 

3. Experimental 
 
This is the most varied of all the genres. Experimental movies 
are related to dramatic movies like poetry is related to novels. 
Dramatic movies usually tell a story that is relatively easy to 
follow, where experimental films might tell a story, but it is 
more difficult to follow. These movies invoke an emotion, a 
feeling. They are meant to create something beyond a clear 
story, but something a bit more ethereal, like a poem.  
 
A lot of dramatic movies that we see today have elements of 
experimental films in them. For instance, dream sequences 
when first used were thought of as experimental, but now we 
see them very often in Hollywood movies. That’s a bit of the 
way film works, experimental filmmakers create strange and 
new kinds of movies, and they gradually work their way into 
mainstream filmmaking.  
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If you decide to make experimental movies, perhaps you will come up with the next big 
groundbreaking idea! 
 

(Almost) Anything Goes!   
 
Experimental films have a long and varied history. A 
lot of what you’ve seen parodied on The Simpsons 
actually comes from old experimental films. People 
like to make jokes about old experimental films 
because they’ve become a bit of a cliché. However, 
new experimental films are being made all the time 
and receiving a lot of praise internationally.  
 
These films build on what has been made before and 
challenge the medium in new ways. Basically, as in 
poetry, when it comes to experimental filmmaking, 
almost anything goes. This is the most creative of the big three genres.  

 
The root of “experimental” is “experiment” and you should feel free to do so with your projects. 
Why not just take your video camera out one day, and shoot some footage of the things you see 
around you? Try to look at those things in a different way, from different angles, from close up 
and far away.  
 
When you go home, load up your footage and try different things with your editing software. 
Repetition of imagery is often used in experimental films, playing a shot you really like a few 
times over. Perhaps you could incorporate text you really like – like a poem or even just single 
words that sound neat to you.  

 
Basically, the only limits on experimental filmmaking are the ones you place on yourself. If your 
creativity knows no bounds, neither will your moviemaking. With that being said, if you really 
take a lot of chances, it might not be a pleasant viewing experience for your audience. If your 
goal is to show your friends and family what you’ve created, keep that in mind when you’re 
making your movie. You want it to still be coherent and interesting for them. Try focusing on 
creating emotions with your imagery and editing rather than just trying to disorient the viewer.  

 
When it comes to this genre, practice is the best strategy. Sit down with your footage and try 
different things until it works for you. If you’re proud of it, others will be too.  
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The Importance of Planning  
 
This is the most important step of the whole process and 
perhaps the most difficult to get the hang of. It might not 
seem like the most exciting aspect of filmmaking, but it 
certainly is the most important, and you may find you’ll enjoy 
the whole experience more if you put a lot of energy in at the 
planning stage.  
 
Using the video camera is only one part of the whole, with 
the larger goal of producing a completed video that you can 
be proud of. Think about the film you want to make; what is it 
about? Is it about you? Is it about your friends? Is it about a 
fictional character that you made up? What is the story you 
want to tell? Do you want to say something serious about 
the world like a documentary about the environment, or do you want to entertain your audience 
with a movie about space aliens?  

 
Both types of films are valid and have their place, but make sure that you choose a subject that 
you really care about. Movie making takes a long time and is a large commitment, so it does not 
make a lot of sense to commit to something that hardly even interests you. Before you even pick 
up your camera think long and hard about the project you want to make.  
 
Once you’ve sat down and decided what you’re going to do, that’s when you really have to plan. 
If you want to make a drama, it’s important that you have a script. It doesn’t have to be word-for-
word unless you want it to; it can be a page or two outlining who the characters are, and what is 
going to happen to them.  
 
If you’re making a documentary, make a list of who you want to talk to and what shots you want 
to get. If you’re making an experimental, you’re going to want to think about imagery and sound. 
Basically, you want to imagine the finished product in your head and start writing it down. 
Having an idea of how your movie is going to look will make the filming process go so much 
smoother than if you just “point and shoot”. Think about adopting a “plan and shoot” mentality 
and you, your cast and crew will be very happy you did! 
 
Sit down and make a storyboard for your project, along with a shot list (a written list of the 
shots you NEED for your film – there are shot lists in your record book) for drama, documentary 
and experimental. You can check these shots off as you film them.  
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If you really want your shoot to go smoothly, plan your shot list according to a schedule 
(“shooting schedule”) in which you plan the easiest time to get certain shots (e.g. if Actress A is 
only available in the morning, make sure you plan to shoot all of her scenes before lunch).  
 
Planning means adopting an attitude in which you take control. When you get out your video 
camera, instead of thinking "This will look good on video" and starting to shoot whatever 
happens, think, "What do I want this to look like on video?” You then shoot (and if necessary, 
direct) the action to achieve your goal. 
 
Plan the approximate length of the shoot: How much footage do you need to end up with, and 
how long will it take you to get it? 
 
Have a checklist of equipment, which could include: camera, tripod, tapes, batteries/power 
supply, microphones, audio equipment, lights and stands, pens, storyboard and other paper 
work. 
 
Remember planning doesn’t mean a loss of spontaneity. If you’re prepared to shoot what you 
know you’re going to need, you’ll be that much better prepared to shoot the spontaneous things 
that you had no way of planning on. Careful planning is not a guarantee of a smooth shoot, but 
it insures that you, your cast and your crew will likely enjoy the process far more.  
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More on Storyboards and Shot Lists 
 

What is a storyboard? 
 
Once a concept or script is written, the next step is to make a storyboard. A storyboard visually 
tells the story panel by panel, kind of like a comic book.  
 
Your storyboard will should convey some of the following information: 
 
• What characters are in the frame, and how are they moving?  
• What are the characters saying to each other, if anything?  
• How much time has passed between the last frame of the storyboard and the current one?  
• Where the "camera" is in the scene? Close or far away? Is the camera moving?  
 

Why make a storyboard? 
 
Creating a storyboard will help you plan your project shot by shot. You can make changes to 
your storyboard before you start filming, instead of changing your mind later. You will also be 
able to talk about your project, and show your storyboard to other members to get feedback on 
your ideas. 
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How do I make a storyboard? 
 
Most commonly, storyboards are drawn in pen or pencil. If you don't like to draw you can also 
take photos, cut out pictures from magazines, or use a computer to make your storyboards. 
Keep in mind that your drawings don't have to be fancy! In fact, you want to spend just a few 
minutes drawing each frame. Use basic shapes, stick figures and simple backgrounds. If you 
draw your storyboard frames on index cards, you can rearrange them to move parts of the story 
around.  
 

Storyboard Language 
 
• CLOSE-UP SHOT:   A close range of distance between the camera and the subject. 
• DISSOVLE: A transition between two shots, where one shot fades away and simultaneously 

another shot fades in.  
• FADE - A transition from a shot to black where the image gradually becomes darker is a 

Fade Out; or from black where the image gradually becomes brighter is a Fade In.  
• HIGH CAMERA ANGLE:  A camera angle which looks down on its subject making it look 

small, weak or unimportant.  
• JUMP CUT: A rapid, jerky transition from one frame to the next, either disrupting the flow of 

time or movement within a scene or making an abrupt transition from one scene to another.  
• LEVEL CAMERA ANGLE:  A camera angle which is even with the subject; it may be used 

as a neutral shot.  
• LONG SHOT:  A long range of distance between the camera and the subject, often 

providing a broader range of the setting.  
• LOW CAMERA ANGLE:  A camera angle which looks up at its subject; it makes the subject 

seem important and powerful.  
• PAN:  A steady, sweeping movement from one point in a scene to another.  
• POV (point of view shot): A shot which is understood to be seen from the point of view of a 

character within the scene.  
• REACTION SHOT- 1: A shot of someone looking off screen. 2.: A reaction shot can also be 

a shot of someone in a conversation where they are not given a line of dialogue but are just 
listening to the other person speak.  

• TILT:  Using a camera on a tripod, the camera moves up or down to follow the action.  
• ZOOM:  Use of the camera lens to move closely towards the subject.  
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Storyboard Example for a TV Western 
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Sample Shot List for a Scary Movie  
 
Whether it's campers in the woods being menaced by 
"something unseen," or a monstrous mutant threatening 
to devour an entire planet - we all seem to love a good 
scary movie. Making one isn't as hard as you think. You 
don't need fancy sets, or expensive equipment. With this 
sample of a storyboard, a few props and your 
camcorder, you can create a scary video in your own 
backyard. The entire video can be shot and edited in a couple hours.   
 
Prop List  
• 2 flashlights (or a flashlight and a camp lantern) 
• 2-3 backpacks 
• A tent (or large sheet draped over a rope) 
• 2-3 sleeping bags  
• Blue food coloring 
 
Three Easy Setups  
 
1. The first setting is the traditional place for scary stories - a campout. Of course, the magic of 

video is such that there's no need to really set up camp. The entire opening sequence takes 
place inside a tent, which can be set up anywhere - even in your living room. 

2. The second location is in a typical kitchen or dining room with a door leading outside.  
3. The third setup is outside in a driveway.  
 
SHOT 1  
Video Black screen (audio only)  
Audio Kid 1 (oldest): It is called "Poison Warlock." An evil horticultural genius crossed poison 
ivy, hemlock and a rare fungus he found in deepest Africa.  
 
SHOT 2  
Video Flashlight snaps on, up-lighting the face of the storyteller (Kid 1), flanked by two other 
kids in sleeping bags inside a tent.  
Audio Kid 1 (continues): It was supposed to be kept secret, but some of the spores escaped...  
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SHOT 3  
Video Kids 2 and 3 looking extremely frightened. Behind them a lantern or flashlight silhouettes 
a towering figure outside the tent.  
Audio Kids scream. "Yikes!" "EEEeeek!"  
 
SHOT 4  
Video The interior flashlight is extinguished and after a pause they hear dad, from outside.  
Audio Dad: "Okay kids, this is your last warning. Put the lights out and go to sleep or there'll be 
no camping trips next year!"  
 
SHOT 5  
Video FADE UP from black to an interior shot of a kitchen door. They enter and set their 
backpacks on the kitchen table.  
Audio Kid 1: I love camping. 
Kid 2: Me too. 
Kid 3: (hesitant) Yeah.... me too - I guess.  
 
SHOT 6  
Video Alternate CUs of the kids.  
Audio Kid 1: What's the matter? Did that story last night scare you?  
Kid 3: No - it's just - well, maybe a little.  
Kid 1: There's no such thing as "Poison Warlock" plant, silly. It's just a dumb story.  
 
SHOT 7  
Video Driveway. MS over Dad's shoulder as he gets out of the car. He reaches back and 
vigorously scratches his shoulder before bending down to grab the sleeping bags.  
Audio Natural sound. Suspenseful music begins.  
 
SHOT 8  
Video TRACKING SHOT following Dad as he walks up to the kitchen door. As he nears the 
back door the camera pushes in to a close-up of the back of his neck, showing large, blue spots 
on his skin.  
 
Audio Suspenseful music builds.  
 
SHOT 9  
Video MS of kids in kitchen. 
 
Audio Kid 2: That's right, it's just a scary story...  
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SHOT 10  
Video Kid 2 turns towards the doorway and a look of horror crosses his/her face.  
Audio Suspenseful music continues to build.  
 
SHOT 11  
Video CU Kid 3's horrified reaction.  
Audio "AAAAAAaaaaaaaaa!!!"  
 
SHOT 12  
Video CU Kids 1 and 3 react in horror.  
Audio "EEEEEEEeeeeeeee!!!"  
 
SHOT 13  
Video Over dad's shoulder we see the kids cower in the background. He raises both arms and a 
horrible sound emerges from his throat. The kids run from the room. 
 
Audio Dad: "GRRRRRrrrrrrowl!" 
Kids 1,2 & 3 "Mommmmmmmmm!!!!"  
 
SHOT 14  
Video MCU dad standing in the doorway, his expression a grimace and his face covered in blue 
spots.  
Audio The scream becomes a loud yawn as he stretches, then smiles.  
 
SHOT 15  
Video XCU dad's blue-spotted hand places a bottle on the kitchen countertop. The camera 
reveals the label: FOOD COLOURING - BLUE. 
 
Audio Dad (laughing): "Honey, we're home."  
 
THE DIALOGUE  
 
Scene 1 - Campsite  
 
Kid 1: It's called "Poison Warlock." An evil horticultural genius crossed poison ivy, hemlock and 
a rare fungus he found in deepest Africa. It was supposed to be kept secret, but some of the 
spores escaped. The lab was upwind of this very campsite. They say that anyone who brushes 
against the leaves is instantly infected! 
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Once it's on your skin it gets into your blood and starts a horrible mutation in your cells. The first 
stage is just itching. But then spots appear on your skin, like measles, only blue! 
 
Then it infects your brain and you become a maniac unable to stop yourself from attacking 
everyone you see - even your family and your best friends! 
 
Kids 2&3: Yikes! EEEeeek! 
 
Dad: Okay kids, this is your last warning. Put the lights out and go to sleep or there'll be no 
camping trips next year! 
 
Scene 2 - Back Home 
 
Kid 1 I love camping. 
Kid 2 Me too. 
Kid 3 (hesitant) Yeah.... me too - I guess. 
Kid 1 What's the matter did that story last night scare you? 
Kid 3 No - it's just - well, maybe a little. 
Kid 1 There's no such thing as "Poison Warlock" plant, silly. It's just a dumb story. 
Kid 2 That's right, it's just a scary story... 
Dad GRRRRRrrrrrrowl! 
Kids (all) Mommmmmmmmm!!!! 
Dad Honey, we're home. 
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-----------------------------------------PRODUCTION--------------------------------------- 
 

Framing – Types of Shots 
 
All video is made up of shots. A shot is basically from when you press record to when you stop 
recording. Many shots can be edited together to make scenes, and many scenes put together 
make a story. You movies will be stories that are made by putting scenes together that are 
made up of shots. In order to make a story more interesting, there are many different kinds of 
shots that can be used for many different purposes. Below are a few of these:  
 
Establishing Shot (Estab. Shot): An establishing shot is a wide angle shot of a space in which 
the action in your scene will take place. Let’s say your scene is going to play out in a pet store. 
Your establishing shot might be a shot of the store from outside, or a shot that shows where the 
dialogue between your actors will take place. These shots help set up the geography of the 
scene so your audience will be able to follow the action knowing where things are. Most scenes 
begin with an establishing shot.  

 
Wide Shot (WS): The subject takes up the whole frame, a full body shot. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Wide Shot 

 
Establishing Shot 
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Medium Shot (MS): A medium shot refers to the positioning of your camera frame on an object. 
If you were shooting a person, a medium shot would include their body from the waist up. These 
shots reveal a closer view of the action in the scene. Most scenes rely heavily on medium shots 
as their primary choice of conveying the action.  
 
Medium Close Up Shot (MCU): This shot shows slightly less of the subject than the medium 
shot; often it includes the shoulders and the head.  
 
Close Up Shot (CU): The close up is a shot taken a very short distance from your subject. A 
close up of a person would usually just be a face. These shots are generally used to convey 
important intimate or emotional moments, such as a scary or very happy scene.  
 
Extreme Close Up Shot (XCU): These shots are taken from as close to the subject as possible 
without losing focus. These shots are rarely used except to create real tension or emotion. An 
extreme close up might just be of a person’s eyes or mouth. If you use an extreme close up in 
your movie, be sure to do it sparingly. Too much tension or emotion can make your audience 
uncomfortable. 

 

 
Medium Shot 

 

 
Medium Close Up Shot 

 

 
Close Up Shot 

 

 
Extreme Close Up Shot 
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Over the Shoulder Shot (OSS): These shots (also called shot/reverse shot) are used very 
commonly when two or more actors are having a conversation. Once an establishing shot has 
set up where the actors are in the scene, the next shot can be an over the shoulder shot of one 
of the actors. Actor A is talking, so the shot is a shot of actor A taken from over Actor Bs 
shoulder with part of Actor Bs head and shoulder in the frame off to the side. The next shot is a 
reverse shot of Actor B with Actor As head 
and shoulder.  
 
180º Rule: An important rule to adhere to 
when doing a series of over the shoulder 
shots are the Axis of Action Rule or 180º 
Rule. If two people are standing looking at 
each other, imagine drawing a line on the 
floor through each of their legs so it perfectly 
bisects them. This is the axis of action. The 
rule states that the camera has to stay on one 
side of this line at all times or risk disorienting 
the viewer. So if you shoot an over the 
shoulder shot of actor A over actor Bs right 
shoulder, you will shoot the reverse shot of 
actor B over actor As LEFT shoulder and vice 
versa. Make sense?   
 
 
Two Shot: This is a shot of two people in the frame. It is very similar to the medium shot, only 
called a two shot because there are two actors instead of one.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Over the Shoulder 

 
Two Shot 

180º Rule 

 
The axis of action is the dotted line that 
splits the action. The camera must remain 
on one side of this line only (in the red area 
or the green area, not both). 
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Cut Away 

Point Of View (POV): This shows an object or 
view that the character is looking at.  
 
Cut Away (CA): This shot shows something 
other than the current action. It could be a 
different subject, a close up of a different part of 
the subject (e.g. a close up of the subject's 
hands), or just about anything else. The CA is 
used as a "buffer" between shots (to help the editing process), or to add interest/information. 
 

A typical scene made up of shots, such as a 
conversation, traditionally looks like this: establishing 
shot, medium shot of Actor A, medium shot of Actor B, 
over the shoulder shot of Actor A, over the shoulder shot 
of Actor B, close up Actor A, close up Actor B.  
 
There is no rule of how many medium shots, over the 
shoulder shots, close ups, two shots or cut always there 
must be in a conversation. You, the director, will dictate 
that. Get creative and try to think of new ways to set up a 
scene and convey a conversation.  

Angles 
 
There is a lot you can say with something as simple as the angle from which you take your shot. 
You can shoot your subject from eye level, which is the most common view, being the real life 
view from which we see the world. These shots are fairly neutral and don’t say very much about 
the scene.  
 
If you shoot your subject from a high angle (i.e. the camera is looking down on them), it makes 
your subject look small, insignificant or bullied. If you shoot your subject from a low angle (i.e. 
the camera is looking up at them), then your subject looks big and powerful.  
 
If you wanted to shoot a movie where one kid bullies another you might start with low angle 
shots of the bully, and high angle shots of the kid being bullied. If the kid being bullied gains 
confidence throughout the film, and has another confrontation with the bully in the end, you 
might consider reversing those roles which would show how the bully is now the small one, 
because the other kid has found the self confidence to put an end to the bullying.  
 

 
Point of View 
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There are many ways to use angles to better tell your story without using words at all. 
Experiment with a few different ones and see which you like best when you bring them together 
in editing. A couple more angles are the bird’s eye and the slanted angle or “dutch tilt”.  
 
The bird’s eye angle is a shot captured from directly above the action, like that a bird might see. 
This is a completely different and somewhat unnatural point of view, which can be used for 
dramatic effect or to offer a different special perspective.  
 
The slanted angle or dutch tilt is a shot where the camera is purposefully tilted on an 
exaggerated angle to one side so the horizon is off kilter. These shots usually convey tension, a 
separation from reality, or the skewed mental state of a character.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Bird’s Eye 

Slanted Angle or Dutch Tilt 
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The Rule of Thirds 
 
It can get pretty boring for your viewer if you always shoot your subject in the very centre of the 
frame. It’s always more interesting if you keep the eye moving across the screen, absorbing 
useful information about your story as it does.  
 
You want to think of different and creative ways to frame your subject so that your viewer’s eye 
(and therefore their brain) is engaged. Applying the rule of thirds can help you make more 
visually exciting movies. Basically, you visually split the frame into three sections vertically and 
horizontally as illustrated here. The most interesting (and important) part of the picture should 
go where the lines intersect.  

 
Try to put your subjects on the lines instead of directly in the middle of the frame. When using 
the horizontal lines it is best to keep your subject either above the top line or below the bottom 
line. Try moving the camera around when framing your subject and see what looks pleasing to 
your eye. The more practice you get training your eye according to the rule of thirds, the more 
interesting your shots will be. Pay attention the next time you watch a movie or a TV show, 
make note of how the shots are framed and if they adhere to the rule of thirds. Which ones do 
you think are the most interesting? 
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A Quick Note about Headroom 
 
One more thing, a common mistake in amateur video is to have far too much headroom, which 
doesn’t look good and wastes frame space. Headroom is how much space there is above your 
subject’s head to the top of the frame. In any shot of a human subject that is tighter than a 
medium shot, there should be very little headroom.  
 

Camera Movement 
 
Camera movement can be a great way to grab and hold your audiences attention. It is also a 
great way to reveal something slowly, or to follow the action in a scene. It’s important if you want 
to do any of the movements below that you have a tripod in good working order with a head that 
moves smoothly. Practice these movements a few times before you start recording so that when 
you’re ready to shoot you can do it the right speed the first time.  
 

Pan 
 
A pan is the movement of the camera in one place (like on a tripod) from one side to the other. 
You might be panning along a shelf full of pictures, from left to right or right to left. If there is an 
important picture that you want to reveal last, you can. Pans can also be used in comedies to 
reveal something funny, like panning along a group of people becoming impatient standing in 
line, and revealing that they’re all waiting for a man in a monkey suit.  
 

Tilt 
 
A tilt is similar to a pan only the camera is moving either up or down (you’re tilting the camera on 
the tripod head). This can be used much the same way as a pan, to reveal something to the 
viewer, or as an establishing shot to set up a scene. You could be focused from a high angle 
onto a piece of garbage on the ground, and tilt up as your lead character picks it up, or tilt down 
from the sky to reveal your lead character standing alone in an empty parking lot.  
 

Dolly In and Dolly Out 
 
This kind of movement usually involves a wheeled device called a dolly (a cart on wheels upon 
which the camera can be placed so it moves smoothly).  
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These shots involve moving the dolly toward or away from the subject or the action. Long shots 
can be recorded of someone walking down the street or through a house. These can be very 
interesting shots when used properly.  

 
Likely you won’t have a traditionally built dolly to work with, so there are many things that can be 
used in place of a dolly, like a wagon, bicycle, skateboard or even a car. Be careful when using 
any of these as dollies, the purpose of the dolly is to reduce shake and get a smooth shot so 
you may need to figure out a way to cushion your video camera.  
 

Tracking 
 
Tracking involves moving the camera along tracks left to right, or right to left. It is very much like 
dollying and used for similar purposes.  
 
 

Shooting Tips 
 

 Position yourself and your camera. If you're using a tripod, make sure it's stable and level. 
 

 If you're going to be panning and/or tilting, make sure that you'll be comfortably positioned 
throughout the whole move. You don't want to start a pan and then realize you can't reach 
around far enough to get the end of it. 

 
 If you aren’t using a tripod, stabilize yourself and your camera as best you can. Keep your 

arms and elbows close to your body (you can use your arms as "braces" against your torso). 
Breathe steadily. For static shots, place your feet at shoulder width (if you're standing), or try 
bracing yourself against some solid object (furniture, walls, etc.). 

 
 Frame your shot. Then do quick mental checks: white balance; iris, focus and framing. 

 
 Think about your audio. Audio is just as important as vision, so don't forget about it. 

 
 Press "record". Once you're recording, make sure that you are actually recording. There's no 

worse frustration than realizing that you were accidentally recording all the time you were 
setting the shot up, then stopped recording when you thought you were starting. 
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 Many cameras have a tape "roll-in time", which means that there is a delay between the 
time you press record and when the camera begins recording. Do some tests and find out 
what your camera's roll-in time is, so you can then compensate for it. 

 
 Keep checking the status displays in the viewfinder. Learn what all the indicators mean — 

they can give you valuable information. 
 

 Use both eyes. A valuable skill is the ability to use one eye to look through the viewfinder, 
and the other eye to watch your surroundings. It takes a while to get used to it, but it means 
that you can walk around while shooting without tripping over, as well as keeping an eye out 
for where the action is happening. It's also easier on your eyes during long shoots. 

 
 Be diplomatic while shooting. Think about the people you're shooting. Remember that 

people are often uncomfortable about being filmed, so try to be discreet and unobtrusive. 
 

 Many people find the red recording light on the camera intimidating, and freeze whenever 
they see it. Try covering the light with a piece of tape to alleviate this problem. 

 
 Be prepared to experiment. Think about some of the things you'd like to try doing, and then 

try them at a time that doesn't matter. Most new techniques take practice and 
experimentation to achieve success, and good camera work requires experience. 

 
 

Lighting 
 
Lighting is a very important aspect of filmmaking. A good lighting set up can go a long way in 
creating the mood you want for your movie. Creating the perfect lighting set up can be very 
difficult, but with a little practice you should be able to create something that works for you and 
your subject.  
 
A good place to start is the three point lighting set up. This is a simple but versatile system and 
once you understand it, you’ll be well on your way to understanding other kinds of lighting. The 
technique uses a key light, fill light and back light. Naturally it is best to use three lights to 
carry out the technique fully, but the principles are still the same even if you only have or use 
one or two lights.  
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As a rule: if you only have one light, it becomes the key; and if you have two lights, one is the 
key and the other is the fill or back light.  
 
1. Key Light: This is the main light. It is generally the strongest, and influences the look of the 

scene the most. It is placed to one side of the camera/subject so that one side is well lit and 
the other has some shadowing.  

 
2. Fill Light: The fill light is a secondary light that is placed opposite the key light. It is used to 

add depth and, because it is a softer or less bright light, to soften out the harsh effects of the 
key light. If the light is as powerful as the key, you can lessen its intensity by moving it away 
from the subject or by placing a material like “spun” on it that will diffuse the light. If your light 
has a flood control, you’ll want to set your fill light to flood, rather than spot. 

 
3. Backlight: The backlight is used to illuminate the subject from behind. It is placed behind 

the subject on an angle. The backlight is to provide definition and subtle highlights around 
the subject’s outlines, to separate them from the background and provide a three-
dimensional look to the shot.  

 
 

 
 
Let’s say you want to add a lot of drama to a scene, like a horror or a suspense film, you’ll want 
to shoot your subject with what’s called “high-key” lighting. This means that the key light is the 
strongest light, and that there are a lot of shadows cast on the subject. This creates mystery and 
tension; you see a lot of bad guys in old movies lit this way.  
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You may want to produce the opposite effect, and light your subject softly, like in a drama or a 
tender moment. To do this, you’ll want to shoot your subject with “low-key lighting”, which 
means the key light is at a similar strength as the fill light and there are hardly any shadows. 
This creates a “diffuse” effect and softens out your subject.  
 
Experiment with different kinds of lighting whenever you get the chance, it will make for more 
interesting and dynamic scenes.  
 
There are a few things to think about when using natural light to light a scene. Windows are a 
great source of light if you’re shooting during the day, just be sure to never shoot your subject 
directly in front of a window; the window will be too bright and your subject will be backlit, 
appearing only as a silhouette. In a situation like this, shoot from the window so that you get the 
natural light shining onto your subject’s face.  
 
One more thing to remember about lighting is colour temperature. Where are you sitting right 
now? Are you inside a room in your house or a classroom? Look up at the lights, what colour do 
they look like? Now look outside, what colour does that light look like?  
 
Generally, inside light (called tungsten or artificial light) is coloured orange and daylight is 
coloured blue. Your parents have probably bought light bulbs that come in different colours. This 
is called “colour temperature”.  
 
Hotter temperatures, oddly enough, reflect as blue light and cooler temperatures reflect as an 
orange light. How is this relevant to your movies? Well, when you have two different light 
temperatures in a scene (e.g. a lit table lamp and a big window with natural light), the orange 
and blue colours can be distracting, not to mention a nightmare to white balance. Try to use only 
one colour of light in your films if possible; on low budget movies daylight is a filmmaker’s best 
friend! 
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---------------------------------POST-PRODUCTION------------------------------------- 
 

Editing 101 
 
Editing is one of the most important aspects of 
moviemaking. You may have sat through a 
family member or friend’s movie of their trip to a 
foreign country, and been bored to tears 
because it just seemed to drag on and on. The 
best answer to a video like this is editing.  
 
Editing helps to cut out the unimportant bits so 
that we can get to the meat of the story. You might want to get rid of the 2 seconds at the start 
of the scene where your actor is still looking into the camera, or the 10 seconds at the end when 
you forgot to hit the record button to stop recording. You may want to add music or effects to 
your movie. That’s what editing is for; it’s the last line of defense before you finally get to show 
off your movie!  
 
Editing can be very time consuming, almost more than it took to plan out your film in the first 
place. If you took the time to plan out your shoot beforehand, you’ll be very happy when the time 
comes to edit your movie. Of course, the planning isn’t over yet! You want to start by looking 
back over your footage and deciding what works and what doesn’t.  
 
If you got every shot you wanted then it should be fairly easy to edit it all together, but if you 
missed some shots here and there or got some new ones that you really like, you’re going to 
need to try something different. Go back through your footage and write down the shots that you 
really like, the ones that are okay, and the ones you don’t like. When it comes to assembling 
them, you can refer back to these notes.  
 
The first step in the editing process is to load all of the footage into your computer from your 
camera. Your owner’s manual should have very easy to follow instructions on how to do this. 
You will likely have to attach your camera to your computer using either a fire wire or a USB 
cable, which probably came with your camera. Save the files appropriately with title and date. 
 
Now you need to decide what program to use. If you have a PC, your computer should come 
equipped with a program called Windows Movie Maker, and if you have a Macintosh, it should 
have a program called iMovie. Both these programs are great, easy-to-use introductory editing 
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software. Get to know the programs using their “help” section, or try some online tutorials by 
searching “How to Windows Movie Maker” or “How to iMovie”.  
 
If you want to use or have access to more advanced editing programs, by all means use them. 
Just be sure that you understand how they work. Adobe Premier is a great one, along with Sony 
Vegas, Avid Express Pro and Final Cut Pro for Macs. 
 
How to Edit 
 
Editors select sounds and images from all the footage that has been shot and arrange them to 
tell the story. They also plan how one shot will best transition to the next. There are dozens of 
possible transitions the editor can choose, each of which will create a different feeling.  
 
Many new filmmakers like to use a lot of transitions; this is never a good idea. If you are trying to 
tell a story, you don’t want your viewers to be distracted by your star wipes or your cube 
dissolves, you want them to be engrossed in the story. A really well shot scene will require 
almost no transitions at all; a straight cut should be all that is needed.  
 
Start by assembling the shots you like in the right order into what is called a “rough cut”. This 
cut might not have all the effects or audio you want, and will probably be longer than your 
finished film.  
 
It is always a good idea to show your rough cut to friends or family that you trust, and who care 
about you who can offer advice. It’s easy to get so close to your project that you don’t see any 
potential problems and getting a second opinion sometimes makes all the difference. Don’t think 
of it as “sacrificing your artistic vision” by asking for advice, filmmaking is a group process. Think 
of all the thanking directors do when they receive their Academy Awards! 
 
Once you’ve completed your rough cut and gotten some good notes from other people, you’re 
ready to get to work on your fine cut. This is the part where you have to be a bit ruthless. It 
means really shaving time off the front and back of your shots so that the action in the scene 
really flows and there is a rhythm in the story.  
 
Rhythm is an important thing to remember while editing. You don’t want your audience to get 
bored or your movie to lag. Practice to create some tension that will keep your viewer 
interested. Don’t worry if you can’t master it right away, many editors work hard for years to 
develop a sense of rhythm in their work. That’s why it’s always a good idea to ask for help! 
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When you make the fine cut, you’ll add all your titles, effects, music and credits. Titles can be a 
lot of fun to work with. Give your film an interesting title and everyone will want to see it.  
 
Effects should be used sparingly and according to the kind of movie you’ve made. If your movie 
is about your sister’s new pet frog, you might not want to use a whole bunch of distracting 
effects. If it’s about an alien invasion, effects could be your best friends!  
 
Music should only be used with a specific purpose. A lot of beginners think music is so 
important that they play it during the whole movie. That’s fine if you’re making a movie about a 
rodeo, and you have a lot of riding footage back-to-back (a montage); music can make the 
scene more interesting. If you have people talking though, music with lyrics can be distracting.  
 
It’s important to note that if you plan to exhibit your movie anywhere public, enter it into a film 
festival, or make money from it, it is illegal to use a song that someone else holds the rights to. 
You might really like that new single by Doughtry, but if you use it and win a film competition, 
you could be sued!  
 
It’s always best to avoid a situation like that. If your siblings or your friends are musicians, have 
them play a song for you that they’ve written. You can write “with original score by…” on the 
DVD cover, which makes you look even more professional! 
 
Credits could be the most important part of your project, next to the story. This is a chance for 
you to acknowledge the wonderful people who helped you with your project. These people 
volunteered their time and expertise to help you, be sure to thank them!  
 
Everyone loves to see their name scrolling up the screen, make sure you spell names correctly, 
and acknowledge everyone who helped out. While shooting, it helps to keep a pad of paper and 
write down the names of people who may have only helped in a small way and who may 
otherwise be forgotten. It’s always worth saying again: the more thankful you are to people (and 
the more you show it), the more likely they will help you on your next project!  
 
Once you’ve completed your fine cut and you’re happy with it, you can make it into a movie. 
Depending on the program you’re using, this means exporting it as a movie file and burning it 
onto a disk. Many DVDs these days come with neat looking and elaborate menus, and there are 
great software programs that can help you make one for your movie.  
   
PC users can make one using Roxio and Mac users can use iDVD. There are many tutorials 
online that will help you make a really cool video using these and other DVD authoring 
programs.  
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Once you have your finished DVD in hand, it’s always fun to design a really nice cover for the 
case. Get creative with stills from your film (that can be exported in your editing program), make 
an attention-grabbing synopsis of the story, and add silly quotes by your friends, whatever you 
want!  
 
Grab a DVD case from your collection and copy the layout but add your own details. Plan a 
screening for everyone who helped out and anyone else who might want to come. Serve 
popcorn and drinks just like at a movie theatre. This is the fun part. Enjoy it! 
 

 

 

Resources 
 
http://www.filmmaking.net/  

http://www.videomaker.com/  

http://www.dv.com/  

http://www.makingthefilm.com/guide.html  

http://www.indymogul.com/  

http://info.howcast.com/filmmakers/filmmaking-tips-and-tricks  

www.wikipedia.org  

www.youtube.com 
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Member’s “I Can” Checklist 
 

 Refuse to put myself in danger for the sake of a better shot/video. 

 Identify and avoid dangerous situations when filming a shot/video. 

 Identify and manage hazards related to filmmaking. 

 Demonstrate filmmaking courtesies. 

 Explain how different people and groups feel about being filmed. 

 Explain how taking a video of someone might offend them. 

 Identify situations in which filming would be inappropriate. 

 Explain, in simple terms, how my video camera works. 

 Demonstrate how to hold the camera properly when handheld. 

 Navigate the options menus of my video camera. 

 Remember tips for taking better videos of people, animals and scenery. 

 Find and use resources for filmmaking tips. 

 Listen to and consider feedback about my videos. 

 Evaluate work by other filmmakers to learn their techniques. 

 Edit my videos effectively. 

 Use my videos as gifts, to complement my school projects and to serve my community. 

 Explain the names and parts of my video camera and their functions. 

 Determine equipment I need. 

 Decide a specific result I want to achieve with my video. 
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 Plan a shot while considering the subject and background. 

 Limit visual distraction from my subject in the shot. 

 Explain how changing the angle will affect my shot. 

 Challenge myself to look at things from different angles and points of view. 

 Experiment with different angles, arrangements, lighting and sound. 

 View and film a subject from several points of view. 

 Use panning, tilting and zooming to create more interest in the shot. 

 Use sound to create a realistic soundscape. 

 Evaluate my own work and think of new ways to shoot the same subject. 

 Create videos that invoke emotional responses from people. 

 Explain aperture. 

 Set the white balance options on my camera for different types of lighting. 

 Explain the 3-point lighting set-up. 

 Tell the difference between high key lighting and low key lighting. 

 Experiment with different lighting set-ups to achieve different moods. 

 Use a tripod to reduce camera shake and create smooth movement. 

 Adjust exposure settings to compensate for light levels. 

 Feel comfortable working with actors and telling them what I want. 

 Effectively plan out a shoot and work well with others. 

 Explain the difference between dramatic, experimental and documentary films. 

 Tell the stories that I want to tell visually. 
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GLOSSARY  
 
180-degree rule: a rule that camera operators must follow - an imaginary line on one side of the 
axis of action is made (e.g. between two actors in a scene), and the camera must not cross over 
that line unless the filmmaker wants to cause disorientation of the viewer. 
 
Action: The word the director uses when he wants the actors to begin performing. 
 
Ambient light: The natural light or surrounding light around a subject in a scene. 
 
Angle: Refers to the perspective from which a camera depicts its subject. 
 
Aperture: Refers to the measurement of the opening in a camera lens that regulates the amount 
of light passing through and contacting the recording medium. 
 
Aspect ratio: The shape of the video frame, expressed by the ratio of its width to its height. 
Standard television uses a 4:3 aspect ratio, while widescreen and HDTV use a 16:9 ratio. 
 
Axis of action: The imaginary line that can be drawn through the scene that the camera must not 
cross (see 180 degree rule) 
 
Back light: This is the light that lights up the back of the subject and separates them from the 
background in the 3-point lighting set-up.  
 
Backlighting: This phenomenon occurs when the lighting for the shot is directed at the camera 
from behind the subject(s), causing the figure(s) in the foreground to appear in semi-darkness or 
as silhouettes, or highlighted. 
 
Clip: A portion (often a complete scene) of a video project. Clips can be combined, edited or 
split to create larger or smaller segments of video. You can insert transitions and video effects 
between clips. 
 
Close-up: Positioning the camera close to or zoomed in on an actor's face (or any object that is 
significant in the scene) so that the person or object fills the frame. 
 
Codec: An algorithm that compresses and decompresses video. To play digital video, apps 
such as QuickTime Player or RealPlayer must have access to a codec that is compatible with 
the video's compression format. 
 
Dropout. Missing audio or video. Dropouts occur during playback, either because the original 
video is flawed, or because the playback device (your old, low-RAM Mac, for example) can't 
process video information fast enough to display it in real time. 
 
Continuity editing: Editing that creates action that flows smoothly across shots and scenes 
without jarring visual inconsistencies. Establishes a sense of story for the viewer. 
 
Credits: In general, this term refers to the list of technical personnel, cast and crew of a film; 
specifically, it refers to the list of names and functions of persons and corporations contributing 
and responsible for the artistic or intellectual content of a film. 
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Crew: Refers to those involved in the technical production of a film who are not actual 
performers. 
 
Cross cutting: Cutting back and forth quickly between two or more lines of action, indicating they 
are happening simultaneously. 
 
Cut: The director's instruction to stop a scene. The director is the only person on the set allowed 
to "cut" or stop a scene. OR A visual transition created in editing in which one shot replaces 
another on the screen. 
 
Cut-away: A shot that occurs in the middle of a larger scene or shot, usually a close-up of some 
detail or object, that draws audience attention, provides specific information, or simply breaks up 
the film sequence. 
 
Depth of field: A measure of how much of your scene, from foreground to background, will be in 
focus. A shallow depth of field is good for highlighting particular subjects by keeping them in 
sharp focus while the background blurs. 
 
Dialogue: Any spoken lines in a film by an actor/actress; may be considered overlapping if two 
or more characters speak simultaneously. 
 
Diffusion: The reduction or softening of the harshness or intensity of light achieved by using a 
specialized diffuser or translucent sheet in front of the light to cut down shadows. 
 
Dissolve: A gradual scene transition. The editor overlaps the end of one shot with the beginning 
of the next one. 
 
Documentary: A non-fiction narrative film with real people (not performers or actors); typically, a 
documentary is a low-budget, journalistic record of an event, person or place; a documentary 
film-maker should be an unobtrusive observer. 
 
Dutch tilt (or canted angle): a shot made with the camera leaned to one side and filming at a 
diagonal angle (see also angle). 
 
Editing: The work of selecting and joining together shots to create a finished film. 
 
Establishing shot: A camera angle used to stress the environment or setting; the camera is at a 
distance from the subject of the shot. 
 
Experimental film: Refers to a film, usually a low-budget or independent film not oriented toward 
profit-making, that challenges conventional filmmaking by using camera techniques, imagery, 
sound, editing and/or acting in unusual or never-before-seen ways. 
 
Extreme close up: A camera framing in which only a portion of the subject can be seen (e.g. the 
eye). 
 
Fade: A visual transition between shots or scenes that appears on screen as a brief interval with 
no picture. The editor fades one shot to black and then fades in the next. Often used to indicate 
a change in time and place. 
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Fill light: The secondary light in the 3-point lighting set-up. This light fills in the shadows created 
by the key light.  
 
Final cut: The finished edit of a film, approved by the director and the producer. This is what the 
audience sees. 
 
Focus: Refers to the degree of sharpness or distinctness of an image (or an element of an 
image such as a person, object, etc.). 
 
Footage: Any length, portion or sequence of film (either shot or to be shot) measured in feet; 
also refers to a particular sequence of events depicted in a motion picture. 
 
Foreground: objects or action closest to the camera; contrast to background. 
 
Frame: Refers to the rectangular area within which the filmmaker composes the film image - in 
other words, a frame is what we see (within the screen). 
 
Frames: The individual video images that compose a clip. NTSC video - the North American 
standard - is composed of 29.97 frames per second (fps). 
 
Genre: Refers to a class or type of film (i.e. westerns, sci-fi, etc.) that shares common, 
predictable or distinctive artistic and thematic elements or iconography (e.g. bad guys in 
Westerns wear black hats), narrative content, plot and subject matter, mood and milieu (or 
setting) or characters.  
 
Headroom: The area above a subject's head in a shot. 
 
In-camera editing: Refers to filming in the exact order required for the final product, thereby 
eliminating the post-production editing stage; requires advanced planning to tell the desired 
story in order. 
 
Iris: Visible on screen as a circle closing down over or opening up on a shot. Seldom used in 
contemporary film, but common during the silent era of Hollywood films. 
 
Jog: To step slowly through video footage. The term comes from the mechanical jog dial used 
by pro videotape-editing equipment.  
 
Key Light: The main or primary light in the 3-point lighting set-up on a subject. 
 
Lens: A piece of glass in a camera through which light passes before hitting the recording 
medium inside.  
 
Matched cut: A cut joining two shots whose compositional elements match, helping to establish 
strong continuity of action. 
 
Medium shot: A camera framing in which the subject is seen from waist up. 
 
Mise-en-scene: a French term for that refers to all the elements placed before the camera and 
within the frame of the film -- including their visual arrangement and composition; elements 
include settings, decor, props, actors, costumes, makeup, lighting, performances, character 
movements and positioning. 
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Montage: Scenes whose emotional impact and visual design are achieved through the editing 
together of many brief shots.  
 
Pan and Tilt: Rotation of a camera along an axis. A pan shot, usually done with the camera 
mounted on a tripod moves smoothly from side to side to capture a landscape or to follow 
motion. A tilt shot moves up and down. 
 
Pre-Production: Any planning that comes before production, like the writing of the script, 
casting, location scouting, hiring crew and obtaining financing. 
 
Production: The phase in which the film is shot. 
 
Post-Production: The phase in which the film is edited and completed.  
 
Render: To apply video and audio effects, transitions, titles and other such items to a video 
project. Once rendered, effects will be seen (or heard) when you play the movie in your editing 
program. 
 
Rough cut: The editor's first pass at assembling the shots into a film, before tightening and 
polishing occurs. 
 
Scene: Usually a shot (or series of shots) that together comprise a single, complete and unified 
dramatic event, action, unit or element of film narration, or block (segment) of storytelling within 
a film, much like a scene in a play. 
 
Script: Refers to the written text of a film - a blueprint for producing a film detailing the story, 
setting, dialogue, movements and gestures of actors, and the shape and sequence of all events 
in the film.  
 
Scrub: To move through video footage in video-editing apps by dragging the playhead. Manually 
scrubbing through video lets you skim its contents. 
 
Setup: The camera position or the composition of a shot. Each time one of these is changed, 
there is a new setup. 
 
Sequence: A scene, or connected series of related scenes that are edited together and 
comprise a single, unified event, setting or story within a film's narrative; also refers to scenes 
that structurally fit together in the plot; sequence usually refers to a longer segment of film than 
a scene. 
 
Set-up: The place or position where the director and the director of photography put the camera 
(and lighting) when shooting a scene. 
 
Shoot: The process of filming or photographing any aspect of a motion picture with a camera. 
 
Shot reverse shot: Usually used for conversation scenes, this technique alternates between 
over-the-shoulder shots showing each character speaking. 
 
Story: The events that appear in a film and what we can infer from these events. 
 
Storyboard: A series of drawings that shows the intended sequence of a video project. 
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Take: A scene that is being (or has been) filmed.  
 
That's a wrap: A phrase that means, "We're done. Shooting is over for today."   
 
Timeline: An area in the video-editing-software interface containing video clips, transitions, 
effects, titles, still images and audio - all the elements that will be part of the finished project. 
 
Titles: The words that appear on the film screen and convey information, like the credits and the 
name of the film. 
 
Two shot: A medium or close-up camera shot of two people. 
 
Video: Literally, "to see," in other words, the visual or pictured image as opposed to the audio 
aspect of film; digital video refers to a video signal represented by a series of binary numbers 
that are readable by computer. 
 
White balance: Refers to electronically setting or 'colour-correcting' a camera's white balance - 
or the true colour of white, since white doesn't appear 'white' with all lighting conditions. 
 
Wide shot: A camera framing in which the whole subject is seen. 
 
Wipe: Visible on screen as a bar travelling across the frame pushing one shot off and pulling the 
next shot into place.  


